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Just because you’ve researched the right 529 college savings plans for your children—and funded them

appropriately—doesn’t mean your job is done. Not quite yet. Saving for a child’s college education is never

easy. But 529 college savings plans offer an excellent option: These investment vehicles were expressly

designed to cover higher-education expenses with tax-deferred growth and the potential for tax-free

qualified distributions.

The Tax Cuts and Jobs Act of 2017 expands the qualified use of 529 savings accounts by allowing

withdrawals for K–12 tuition expenses, with a limit of $10,000 per year, per child.* While individual states are

developing their own policies on how this may impact their particular programs, many states continue to

offer tax benefits for contributions to their plans. Although you’re not restricted to your own state’s plan, you

should always consider the tax benefits provided by your state before investing in another’s.

But 529 plans don’t guarantee that you’ll save enough to pay for tuition by the time the first bill comes due.

They still require careful management between the time you set them up and when you begin to pay

tuition. You'll need to determine your contribution rate (if you haven’t calculated the monthly figure yet, use

our college savings calculator) and how to invest your contributions.

You can improve the benefits you receive from investing in a 529 plan by avoiding these five

common mistakes.

Mistake #1: Assuming your money will grow
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A 529 plan might be called a college savings account, but don’t let the word “savings” fool you. Like a

401(k), your money isn’t guaranteed to grow, and your plan’s  performance depends on your investment

selection, as well as market conditions. Your investments can fluctuate and you can lose money that you

invest in a 529 plan. Your purchasing power can also decrease due to inflation, which means your

investments won’t keep up with the cost of college. You can mitigate the risks by starting a 529 plan early so

that you have more time to try to recover from market losses, choosing a diversified portfolio of investments

based on your risk tolerance and time horizon, and taking advantage of potential compounding growth over

time.

Mistake #2: Forgetting to adjust your asset allocation and savings rate

When you shop for a 529 plan, you typically have the option of choosing an age-based strategy or a static

one. An age-based portfolio holds more stocks than bonds initially, when the child is younger, and grows

more conservative the closer the child gets to college age (similar to a target-date fund).

The static option sticks to the mix of assets you pick. If you go with this option, bear in mind that you’re

responsible for periodic rebalancing, and for adjusting the asset allocation over time. As with many

investment goals, the standard advice here is to reduce your equity stake as the time for college enrollment

approaches. 

Setting up 529 contributions automatically is a great way to get things rolling without having to think about

it. Also, it’s not a bad idea to increase your annual contribution as your earnings grow, particularly if you’re

starting off with a modest amount. Many parents supplement regular automatic contributions with periodic

contributions from birthday or other holiday gifts from friends and family.

Mistake #3: Getting the timing of your contributions wrong

Contributions to 529 plans must be made by December 31 to have them count toward the current year for

gift tax purposes. This differs from tax-advantaged retirement savings accounts like IRAs, where you

typically have until mid-April of the following year to contribute for income tax purposes. However, if

your 529 plan offers a state income tax deduction, the April deadline might apply in that case.

Mistake #4: Getting the timing of your withdrawals wrong

Once your child has begun college and the bills start rolling in, be careful to take out only the money you

will use for qualified college expenses within that calendar year. Keep this in mind for the end of the year

with tuition bills that arrive in December and aren’t payable until January.
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Transitions in life can be challenging.

Also, make sure the expenses you intend to claim are on the IRS-approved list of qualified expenses for 529

plans , and aren’t already covered by other tax-advantaged sources like scholarships.

Mistake #5: Emptying an account when your child doesn’t need the money

Speaking of scholarships, what if your child ends up winning a full or partial free ride to college? In that case,

you can withdraw the exact amount of the scholarship, and the usual 10% penalty on nonqualified

distributions of earnings would be waived. Ordinary income taxes will still apply, however. The remainder in

the account can be used for other qualified expenses that aren’t covered by the scholarship.

If some of your child's college expenses don't qualify, you have other options before you resign yourself to

taxes and penalties. If your child intends to pursue an advanced degree, you could leave the money in the

plan where it will continue to have  tax-deferred growth potential and can later be used to help pay for

graduate school.

Or, if you have other children, you could make them the beneficiaries of the funds without paying any

penalty or tax. Just be sure to make the switch before the next child begins college.

A third option is to designate yourself the beneficiary, and apply the funds to your own continuing education

courses. You can also wait and designate the funds for your grandchildren.

*You should consult with your specific 529 provider and tax advisor before using a 529 plan to pay for any K–12 tuition expenses.

What you can do next

Saving for multiple goals, like retirement and college, can be challenging—learn more about
how to prioritize.
Create a customized plan with Schwab Intelligent Advisory  to work toward a better future for
your family.
Start your plan now. Call 800-355-2162 or visit a branch near you.
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Schwab Intelligent Advisory is a modern way to plan and invest for your financial goals.

Call 888-279-2756 to learn about Schwab Intelligent Advisory .

LEARN MORE

CREATE YOUR PLAN

A Schwab Financial Consultant can help you achieve your goals.

FIND A CONSULTANT

Important Disclosures

Before investing, carefully consider the plan's investment objectives, risks, charges and expenses. This information and more
about the plans can be found in the Schwab 529 College Savings Plan Guide and Participation Agreement available from
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc., and should be read carefully before investing.

The information provided here is for general informational purposes only and should not be considered an individualized
recommendation or personalized investment advice. The investment strategies mentioned here may not be suitable for everyone.
Each investor needs to review an investment strategy for his or her own particular situation before making any investment decision.

All expressions of opinion are subject to change without notice in reaction to shifting market conditions. Data contained herein from
third-party providers is obtained from what are considered reliable sources. However, its accuracy, completeness or reliability
cannot be guaranteed. 

Information provided is for general purposes only and is not intended to be a substitute for specific individualized tax or legal
advice. Where specific advice is necessary or appropriate, please consult a qualified tax or legal advisor.

Diversification and rebalancing strategies do not ensure a profit and do not protect against losses in declining markets.

Schwab Intelligent Advisory™ is made available through Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (“Schwab”), a dually registered investment
adviser and broker-dealer. Portfolio management services for Schwab Intelligent Portfolios™ are provided by Charles Schwab
Investment Advisory, Inc. (“CSIA”), a registered investment adviser. Please refer to the disclosure brochures for details about Schwab
Intelligent Advisory. Free credit balances are swept into deposit accounts at Charles Schwab Bank (“Schwab Bank”). Brokerage
products and accounts are offered by Schwab, Member SIPC . Deposit and lending products are offered by Schwab Bank,
Member FDIC and an Equal Housing Lender. Schwab, CSIA, and Schwab Bank are affiliates and are subsidiaries of The Charles
Schwab Corporation.

Please read the Schwab Intelligent Advisory™ disclosure brochures for important information.

(0818-8L7T)
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Thumbs up / down votes are submitted voluntarily by readers and are not meant to suggest the future performance or suitability of
any account type, product or service for any particular reader and may not be representative of the experience of other readers.
When displayed, thumbs up / down vote counts represent whether people found the content helpful or not helpful and are not
intended as a testimonial. Any written feedback or comments collected on this page will not be published. Charles Schwab & Co.,
Inc. may in its sole discretion re-set the vote count to zero, remove votes appearing to be generated by robots or scripts, or remove
the modules used to collect feedback and votes.


